
DARKIVORE® is a cutting-edge comprehensive Cyberthreat Intelligence and Digital Risk Protection Platform, that 
curbs all hacking activities right from the start. 

With the current digital transformation, security risks are not anymore confined in companies’ internal systems. 
Hackers are spreading their tentacles on all digital platforms, including those related to remote working and cloud 
usage, in addition to the wide variety of social media channels that all businesses are activating. 

DARKIVORE® pre-emptively neutralizes cyber-attacks such as data breaches, brand impersonations and phishing 
scams, by swiftly detecting and capturing them from the surface, deep and dark web. In addition to preventing 
attacks, the platform monitors your digital footprint, limits breaches and even assists in generating compliance 
reports.

Classic Data Center

Agile environments expose your classic data 
centers to permanent security challenges. 
Constant updates, continuous changes and rapid 
release management widens your attack surface, 
becoming a burden for your security teams.

DARKIVORE® detects changes affecting your 
security posture, and makes sure that your 
processes are applied, preventing anomalies 
and mishaps.

Digital environments are dynamic, expanding 
beyond our visibility. Digital Data Centers are 
scattered in private clouds, SaaS subscriptions, 
social media platforms, online storage and other; 
and attackers are leveraging these different entry 
points for easier and more dangerous attacks on 
your organization.

DARKIVORE® hunts and neutralizes all threats 
outside your classic enterprise environment.

www.darkivore.com
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 FEATURES & BUNDLES

Copyright & Trademark

Neutralizing any infringement of copyright and trademark, whether targeting your brand image, media 
content, or exclusive services and products.

Impersonation & SOCMINT

Actively leveraging Social Media Intelligence (SOCMINT), to eradicate all risks of VIP/Brand 
impersonation, scamming, account takeover and fraud attempts.

Tactical Cyberthreat Intelligence

Gathering indicators from Open-source Intelligence (OSINT), major threat feeds, CSIRT advisories and 
deep/dark web platforms, to counter any potential harmful event targeting your organization.

Anti-phishing

Detecting, analyzing and taking down phishing domains, bogus apps, spoofed subdomains and fake 
web forms to protect your human factor in addition to your customers’ data.

3rd Party & Cloud Security

Mapping and protecting large amounts of data you have stored with third parties, software (SaaS) 
providers and cloud computing platforms.

Attack Surface & Vulnerability Intelligence

Automating Passive Recon and Enumeration in order to quantify and reduce your attack surface, in 
addition to identifying threat vectors or vulnerabilities affecting your organization to harden your external 
posture.

Digital Footprint Protection

We cover passive and active digital footprints that you leave behind every time you navigate the web. 
By identifying and cleansing those traces we protect you from reputational costs, identity theft, BEC 
(Business Email Compromise) and spamming.

Data Breach Protection

Surveilling leaks in the deep and dark web retrieving compromised, confidential and sensitive 
information that includes credentials stuffing, financial leaks, credit card data, source codes and 
configuration files related to your business.
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PII Exposure Protection
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CYBERTHREAT TAKEDOWN

Capturing and taking down threat sources and malicious behaviors can be costly and time-consuming.

Powered by DARKIVORE® Analysts and Threat-Neutralizing Mesh Engine, our Takedown capabilities optimize 
efforts and incident response time at scale. The takedown conducive results stand out due to our engine's 
efficiency coupled with the team’s continuous guaranteed diligence.

DARKIVORE® leverages active takedown services (on hourly, daily and weekly basis) to eradicate external threats 
targeting organizations. This is done while covering a wide spectrum of threat sources, events and behaviors 
including illegitimate impersonation, malicious content, phishing, fake domains, social media scams and attackers' 
infrastructure.

Member of potech® group, thidesoft® is a Cybersecurity 
Technology Vendor headquartered in Paris - France, with 
the mission to provide an arsenal of 360° cyber defense 
tools. 

Among others, thidesoft® offers TACIVOAR®, DARKIVORE® 
and OCTIVORE®, three engineering masterpieces that 
harness AI, Machine Learning, and cutting-edge technology 
to protect internal & cloud assets, hunt the web for potential 
threats targeted at businesses, and respond to security 
incidents.

www.thidesoft.com

Founded in 2002, potech® group provides a wide range of 
Cybersecurity services and products, operating from 
various locations around the globe including Cyprus, 
France, Lebanon, the UAE and KSA.

Serving more than 20 countries spanning the Middle East, 
Africa, Europe and Australia, potech® caters to a large 
spectrum of sectors, strategically including amongst others 
Governmental Entities, Telecommunications, Energy, 
Banks & Financial Corporations, Universities & Academic 
Establishments, Hospitals & Health Institutions.

www.potech.global

@PotechGlobalinfo@potech.global

Hosting Server Elimination

Domain Name Dismantling

Social Media Profile and Content Removal

Browser & Device Access Blocking

Deep Web & Surface Web Sites Neutralization

Online Storage/Repository Deletion

Search Engine Cache Clearance
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